Community productivity often correlates with diversity. In the microbial world this phenomenon 27 can sometimes be explained by highly-specific metabolic interactions that include cross-feeding 28 and syntrophy. Such interactions help account for the astonishing variety of microbial life, and 29 drive many of the biogeochemical cycles without which life as we know it could not exist. While 30 it is difficult to recapitulate experimentally how these interactions evolved among multiple taxa, 31 we can explore in the laboratory how they arise within one. These experiments provide insight into 32 how different bacterial ecotypes evolve and from these, possibly new 'species. ' We have 33 previously shown that in a simple, constant environment a single clone of E. coli can give rise to 34 a consortium of genetically-and physiologically-differentiated strains, in effect, a set of ecotypes, 35 that coexist by cross-feeding. We marked these different ecotypes and their shared ancestor by 36 integrating fluorescent protein into their genomes. We then used flow cytometry to show that each 37 strain by itself is more fit than the shared ancestor, that pairs of evolved strains are fitter still, and 38 that the entire consortium is fittest of all. We further demonstrate that the rank order of fitness 39 values agrees with estimates of yield, indicating that an experimentally evolved consortium more 40 efficiently converts resources to offspring than its ancestor or any member acting in isolation. 41 42 Importance: In the microbial world, diversity and productivity of communities and consortia 43 often correlate positively. However, it is challenging to tease apart a consortium whose members 44 have co-evolved, and connect estimates of their fitness and the fitness of their ancestor(s) with 45 estimates of productivity. Such analyses are prerequisite to understanding the evolutionary origins 46 4 of all biological communities. Here we dissect an E. coli consortium that evolved in the laboratory 47 and show that cooperative interactions are favored under continuous glucose limitation because a 48 partnership of ecotypes is better able to scavenge all available resources and more efficiently 49 convert those resources to offspring than any single individual. Such interactions may be a prelude 50 to a special form of syntrophy, and are likely to be key determinants of microbial community 51 structure in nature, including those having clinical significance, such as chronic infections. 52 53 Microbial communities in nature exhibit enormous genetic diversity owing in part to the 54 extreme spatial and temporal heterogeneity of life at the micron scale. This heterogeneity opens 55 up ample opportunities for selection and drift to act differentially on new variants arising by 56 mutation, horizontal gene transfer or arriving via dispersal. Over geologic time-scales these 57 evolutionary forces have enabled microbes to exploit almost every conceivable environment on 58 and in the earth's crust, where they partition niches according to how they differ in their 59 physiological tolerances and in their electron donor and acceptor preferences (1). Microbes not 60
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conditions and included its productivity values in our analyses. No significant differences in yield 158 were detected between A and K12 (Figure 3A, B, C) , whereas each of the evolved strains (E1, E3 159 and E6) exhibited greater yield cell number than either A or K12 (Figure 3A) (P<0.05, one-way 160 ANOVA). Surprisingly, when grown as monocultures none of the evolved strains demonstrated 161 higher yield dry weight biomass than their ancestor (Figure 3B) , indicating that they had evolved 162 smaller cell size, a frequent adaptation by bacteria to chronic nutrient limitation (42, 43) . Co-163 culture of E3+E1 and E3+E6 did result in higher yields than any monoculture (Figure 3A and B) , 164 with differences most pronounced when yield was estimated as dry weight biomass. The median 165 value of biomass in chemostats containing three-members, E3+E1+E6, was highest of all tested 166 and almost two-fold greater than chemostats containing only the common ancestor (Figure 3B) . 167 Residual metabolite levels differ between monocultures and consortia. When grown to 168 steady state under continuous glucose limitation, the ancestral strain and the evolved ecotypes 169 significantly differed with respect to residual metabolite concentrations, with differences 170 previously noted among monocultures (26) for residual glucose and acetate largely confirmed here 171 ( Table 2) . Chemostat populations of K12 or A left the highest concentrations of residual glucose, 172 while those of evolved strain E3 left the lowest, less than 10% of the ancestral strain's mean value. 173 This finding is consistent with E3's exceptional capacity to scavenge limiting glucose ( Table 1) . 174 A one-way ANOVA did not uncover significant differences in residual glucose levels among 175 monocultures or consortia of the evolved ecotypes. However, direct comparisons using paired t- 176 tests showed that residual glucose differed between E3 and E1, and between E3 and E6 (P<0.05).
177
E1 left no residual acetate, confirming that it is an acetate scavenger (26, 44) . No residual acetate 178 was found in consortia containing the E1 ecotype (E3+1, E3+1+6), indicating that E1 completely 179 consumes this secondary resource. 180 We also investigated whether other residual metabolites might be implicated in cross-181 feeding. Unlike the canonical K12 strain, formate overflow was observed in all single-and multi-182 strain chemostat cultures ( (Figure S4A) , indicating a greater capacity 198 for TCA cycle metabolism as well as for aerobic and anaerobic respiration ( Figure S5) . We also 12 discovered many instances where evolved ecotypes differentially assimilated carbon, nitrogen, Similarly, the distribution of two anabolic pathways between a genetically engineered yeast co-227 culture with an engineered E. coli mutualist resulted in enhanced natural product formation (71).
228
Multiple groups have created complementary amino acid auxotrophs and locked them into obligate 229 mutualisms (72-75). These systems have been used to evaluate the fitness costs and stability of 230 this type of microbial interaction, as well as the genetic changes that ensue after it is established 231 (76, 77).
232
Nothwithstanding insights offered via synthetic biology, few studies have reported on how bioproduction. The spontaneous evolution of cross-feeding within one taxon may also be a prelude 238 to syntrophy, which typically involves unrelated taxa, and has most often been documented in 239 environments where electron acceptors such as oxygen, sulfate or nitrate are scarce, and complex 240 electron donors are first fermented by one taxon to educts like H2, formate or acetate, then further oxidized by partner taxa (28, (83) (84) (85) (86) (87) .
242
Theory suggests syntrophy may be rare, owing to inherent risks in obligate metabolic co-243 dependency as well as to diminished efficiency of substrate use by a collection of strains relative 244 to one that is autonomous (37, 88). Nevertheless, in microbial populations originating from a single 245 clone, the appearance of genetic diversity can sometimes be ascribed to the evolution of different 246 lineages pursuing complementary metabolic strategies (18, 26, 38, 39, 89) . Furthermore, when 247 such complementary strategies have been engineered, rather than evolved via natural selection, the 248 resulting synthetic consortia exhibit increased productivity (70), stability and/or fitness (74). Taken 249 together, these findings suggest that metabolic interactions in the form of cross-feeding, whether 250 within or between species, likely play a key role in determining microbial community structure in 251 nature (90).
252

Ecotypic differentiation and partnership in a simple constant environment. When grown in 253
isolation the ancestral and co-evolved strains in these experiments differ with respect to their 254 growth rate and yield in batch culture, their glucose uptake kinetics, their relative susceptibility to 255 acetate inhibition, and their propensity to release or to take up a variety of overflow metabolites 256 (18, 26, 44) . Because these strain-specific physiological differences are associated with genetic 257 differences across scores of loci (8), E1, E3 and E6 should be regarded as ecotypes that have 258 undergone adaptive diversification (91) and that may have the potential to evolve further into bona 259 fide species (17, 92) .
260
All things being equal, when a group of organisms competes for a single limiting resource, the 261 variant best able to scavenge that resource to the lowest concentration should prevail (93-95).
262
Interestingly, under glucose-limitation ecotype E3 was not more fit than the other evolved ecotypes, 263 even though E3 exhibited superior glucose uptake kinetics and consistently rose to highest 264 frequency in co-culture (26). E3 was originally identified as a small colony variant in the evolving 265 population, and later shown to be avid for limiting glucose, but wasteful in its use, releasing 266 overflow metabolites that construct new niches for other variants to exploit (26). Ecotypic variants 267 E1 and E6 exploit niches created by E3, and the fitness of E3+E1, E3+E6 and E3+E1+E6 consortia 268 all exceed fitness of the ancestor. Median fitness values for partnerships were greater than those of 269 all singletons, ancestral or evolved, and the fitness of E3+E1 and E3+1+E6 consortia were 270 statistically greater. That E3+E6 was not significantly more fit than E3 or E6 in monoculture can 271 be attributed to the fact that E6, unlike E1, does not consume an inhibitory overflow metabolite Ecotypes E3 and E1 exhibit a reciprocal interaction that takes the form of "resource-service 280 exchange" (29, 98) . E3 scavenges glucose to residual levels that are inaccessible to E1 but excretes 281 a "resource," overflow carbon in the form of acetate, to which E1 has preferential access. The E1 282 ecotype in turn provides a "service" to ecotype E3, by consuming this growth-inhibitory metabolite (99) to which E3 is especially sensitive (44) . Under glucose limitation the fitness of E3+E1 284 consortia exceeds that of ecotypes E1 and E3, validating the conclusion that their coexistence is a 285 form of mutualism that we have previously termed "clonal reinforcement" (8).
286
The role played by ecotype E6 is more subtle: E6 exhibits superior growth on 3-carbon 287 metabolites and amendment of glucose-limited E3+E6 consortia with glycerol renders E6 288 numerically dominant over E3 (26). However, a resource-service interaction between E3 and E6 289 based on overflow glycerol or glycerol-3 phosphate may be difficult to achieve, as neither of these 290 compounds are growth-inhibitory. As relative fitness of these two ecotypes does not significantly 291 differ, they may coexist via clonal interference, albeit stabilized by E3  E6 cross-feeding of 3-292 carbon exometabolites -a possibility we aim to test in future experiments. Whatever the 293 mechanism, populations having the highest overall mean fitness were those that were most 294 genetically complex, an observation consistent with a large body of literature indicating positive 295 correlations between community and ecosystem diversity, stability and productivity (100-103).
296
Could cross-feeding within a population of facultative anaerobes lead to syntrophy?
297 Syntrophy has been described as a strategy whereby bacteria use coordinated metabolism to extract 298 the maximum amount of energy from scarce resources under anoxic conditions (28, 84, 86) . Under 299 these conditions, different (syntrophic) steps carried out in different cellular compartments make 300 thermodynamically unfavorable reactions favorable. Here we see a facultative anaerobe that can 301 mineralize glucose (18) and genetically diversify into sub-populations that compartmentalize this 
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For each experiment, single colonies of A* and the strain(s) to be analyzed were suspended in 3 388 batch mode for 8-10 hours until the cell population attained an absorbance at 550nm (A550) of 0.1, 392 whereupon they were shifted to continuous mode at dilution rate, D≈0.2 hr -1 , and grown to steady-393 state, approximately three volume changes.
394
To initiate competition between two strains, the labeled ancestor, A* and one of its Normalized fitness coefficients of evolved strains relative to their common ancestor: Evolved strains E3, E1, E6 or consortia (E3+6, E3+1, E3+6+1) were competed with GFP-labeled ancestor, A*. Significant differences were identified by one-way ANOVA, and indicated by lower-case letters. Non-identical, lower-case letters indicate significance at P<0.05 (Tukey's HSD). The boundaries of the box and the whiskers correspond to the 25th and 75th, and the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Median lines are shown in boxes. All fitness estimates were generated from a minimum of four biological replicates. Significant differences were identified using one-way ANOVA, and are indicated by lower-case letters. Non-identical lower-case letters indicate significance at P<0.05 (Tukey's HSD). The boundaries of the box and the whiskers correspond to the 25th and 75th, and the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Median lines were shown in boxes. All productivity estimates were generated from a minimum of three biological replicates. 1.61 ± 0.11 0.39±0.00 1.27±0.03 0.00±0.00 0.01±0.00 1 Glucose uptake rate in batch culture (μmol α-MG/min/gm dry weight biomass) as measured by (Helling et al. 1987 ). 2 Maximum specific growth rate was expressed in hr -1 . 3 Cell yield was estimated as optical density at λ=550 nm, and normalized to that of K12 in Davis Minimal medium containing 0.2% glucose. All values are means ± SEM of 3-4 biological replicates.
